Empowering everyone with Microsoft Teams

Does your productivity plan include everyone?

1 Billion
people experience some form of disability 1

74%
of Americans who live with severe disabilities do not use wheelchairs, crutches, or walkers 2

80%
of the people with disabilities acquire them between the ages of 18 to 64 3

Being inclusive is a productivity driver
Companies that champion disability inclusion experience significant differences!

Microsoft Teams enables a more inclusive workplace

With the suite of assistive technologies built into Microsoft Teams, you can promote inclusion by making it easier for everyone—with and without disabilities—to work in a way that is best for them.

Everyone can understand and participate in team discussions

Live captions
Participate by listening to or reading meeting content

- Work with volume off and captions on
- Understand more with live, real-time closed captions
- Customize caption text size and color

Automatic meeting transcripts
Replay a meeting or search for specific information

Background blur
Focus on the meeting, not the background

Everyone can easily read and respond to team communications

Dark or High Contrast mode
Personalize your experience with Dark or High Contrast mode and the ability to zoom in

- Minimize the risk of migraines over long periods of time
- Reduce eye strain while working in low-light environments
- Read on-screen text with High Contrast mode

Automatic chat translation
Reduce language barriers with automatic chat translation

Customize notifications
Filter your communications with priority access while in Do Not Disturb mode

Everyone can create and consume content their preferred way

Immersive reader
Make text easy for everyone to understand with immersive reader

- Highlight text to improve memory
- Focus on sentence structure to improve reading
- Increase comprehension at all levels

Accessibility checker
Ensure all Teams content is available for everyone with Accessibility checker

Dictate
Convert speech to text with Dictate

Learn more about Microsoft Teams and accessibility:

Learn more now:
Microsoft Accessibility
aka.ms/accessibility

Microsoft Teams
products.office.com/en-us/microsoft-teams/group-chat-software

Chat with us
Launch chat
Chat with an expert 24/7. Receive answers to your questions about disability support all week long, day or night.

Call us
Call 1-800-936-5900
Available Weekdays: 6am to 10pm, Weekends 7am to 6pm (PST).

ASL
VideoPhone 1-503-427-1234
We offer American Sign Language (ASL) support by videophone from Monday to Friday, 8:30am to 5pm (PST).

---

2 https://invisibledisabilities.org/what-is-an-invisible-disability/